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TBP

Carrier Srip
Cutter

TBP
Carrier Strip Cutter

Specifications
ID
TBP
PART NUMBER
871600060
AIR PRESSURE
5-7 BAR
DIMENSION (mm)
W 105 x H 130 x D 90
DIMENSION (‘’)
W 4.13 x H 5.12 x D 3.54
WEIGHT
2.6 Kg (5.77 lb)

Azienda con Sistema Qualità
certificato N° 501001810

Cutting the carrier strip while crimping (both semi-automatically with a bench-top press fitted with an SC 11 sripper-crimper or automatically
with a cut and strip machine) is not suggested, as the consequent production of off-cuts would put the whole system at risk of jamming.
Placing the TBP pneumatic carrier cutter beside the crimping unit allows the carrier strip to be chopped dropping, the scrap out of the way.
The TBP cutter can handle carrier strip thickness up to 1.5mm.
A special external pneumatic actuating kit must be used to fit the TBP cutter to a crimping press (normally Mecal TT, P107 or PE4).
Produced under a quality Management System certified to ISO 9001 (TÜV).

Specifications subject to change. Consult Mecal S.r.l. for latest specifications.
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TBPR

Heavy-Duty Carrier
TBPR
Strip Cutter

Heavy-Duty Carrier Strip Cutter
Specifications

TBP

ID
TBPR
PART NUMBER
871600072
AIR PRESSURE
5-7 BAR
DIMENSION (mm)
W 105 x H 197 x D 90
DIMENSION (‘’)
W 4,13’’ x H 7,75’’ x D 3,54’’
WEIGHT
2,8 Kg (6,22 lb)

Azienda con Sistema Qualità
certificato N° 501001810

Carrier Srip
Cutter

Cutting the carrier strip while crimping (both semi-automatically with a bench-top press fitted with an SC 11 sripper-crimper or automatically
with a cut and strip machine) is not suggested, as the consequent production of off-cuts would put the whole system at risk of jamming.
Placing the TBP pneumatic carrier cutter beside the crimping unit allows the carrier strip to be chopped dropping the scrap out of the way.
The TBP cutter can handle carrier strip thickness above 1.5mm.
A special external pneumatic actuating kit must be used to fit the TBP cutter to a crimping press (normally Mecal PE4 or P104).
Produced under a quality Management System certified to ISO 9001 (TÜV).

Specifications subject to change. Consult Mecal S.r.l. for latest specifications.

